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ABSTRACT

National security policy in cyberspace presents a unique security challenge. Operations under the current mandate of the Communications Security Establishment (CSE) may incidentally capture Canadian information and thereby affect Canadian privacy interests. This raises serious concerns that this regime does not comply with sections 8 and 2(b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. However, legislative reform under Bill C-59 implements external accountability measures in a manner that satisfies Charter requirements. Finally, Bill C-59 makes significant changes to CSE’s mandate, namely the addition of an “active” cyber mandate. These changes raise concerns that the expansion of CSE’s offensive capabilities, without careful oversight, may enable CSE to conduct
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cyber operations that do not comply with Canada’s international legal obligations and are not authorized by Parliament.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This paper provides an overview and analysis of the contemporary Canadian approach to national security in cyberspace. Cyberspace presents a unique security challenge, which must be addressed while also meeting constitutional and international legal requirements. Operations under the current mandate of the Communications Security Establishment (CSE) may incidentally capture Canadian information and thereby affect Canadian privacy interests. However, such operations are not currently subject to independent judicial-like accountability. This raises serious concerns that this regime does not comply with sections 8 and 2(b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Charter). ¹ However, this analysis also reveals that legislative reform under Bill C-59, which at time of writing is before the Canadian Senate, will likely implement external accountability measures in a manner that satisfactorily fulfills Charter requirements. ² Finally, Bill C-59 makes significant changes to CSE’s mandate, namely the addition of an “active” cyber mandate. These changes raise concerns that the expansion of CSE’s offensive capabilities, without careful oversight, may enable CSE to conduct cyber operations that do not comply with Canada’s international legal obligations and are not authorized by Parliament.
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² Bill C-59, An Act respecting national security matters, 1st Sess, 42nd Parl, 2018 (as passed by the House of Commons 19 June 2018) [Bill C-59]; For clarity, the body of this paper refers to “sections” in Bill C-59 when referring to the provisions of specific acts the bill will create, however because the bill has yet to be enacted into law, they are formally considered “clauses” (as is reflected in this paper’s footnote citations). Post-submission update: Bill C-59 received royal assent on June 21, 2019.
II. THE COMPLEX NATURE OF NATIONAL SECURITY IN CYBERSPACE

Cyberspace is a non-physical network that does not occupy any physical space and connects networks of computers to one another.\(^3\) Vast quantities of data concerning private information are transferred and stored in cyberspace and therefore privacy interests are engaged by its operation and regulation. However, the fact that cyberspace exists due to a connection between physical devices means that that physical territory cannot be ignored in its regulation.\(^4\) Cyberspace can also be used as a weapon for both defensive and offensive purposes, such as cyberwarfare, which takes the form of cyber-attacks. In a cyber-attack, attackers utilize malware to penetrate computers, networks or websites to cause political, military, economic or other types of damage.\(^5\) In 2011, foreign hackers, allegedly from China, launched an unprecedented attack on the Canadian government, targeting Defence Research and Development Canada, a civilian agency of the Department of National Defence.\(^6\) These hackers thereby accessed highly classified information and forced the Finance Department and Treasury Board, two critical government institutions, to temporarily cut-off their internet access.\(^7\) Connected attacks also targeted major Bay Street law firms, financial institutions and public-relations agencies involved in a foreign takeover attempt of Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan, in an effort to acquire inside information.\(^8\) A state’s contemporary infrastructure assets, such as those involving its military, transportation networks, electrical grids, natural resources and financial services are particularly vulnerable given


\(^{5}\) Ibid at 91.


\(^{7}\) Ibid.

their incorporation of and reliance on integrated computer technologies.\textsuperscript{9} Events such as these cyber-attacks demonstrate the need for an effective national security policy capable of dealing with cyberthreats.

Complicating matters, competing interests make the implementation of national security measures in cyberspace more challenging. In addition to the agenda of national security and intelligence institutions, the interests of businesses and consumers, the privacy and expressive rights of individuals and a multitude of other interests must be taken into account.\textsuperscript{10} Legislation promulgated in the wake of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks has strengthened the abilities of states to monitor internet activity with little independent oversight.\textsuperscript{11} Some commentators argue that technology can amplify the effect of legislative changes favouring surveillance policies.\textsuperscript{12} They argue that sophisticated surveillance technologies that harness the globally interconnected nature of communications reveal serious issues about compliance with the rule of law, which requires state action to be subject to oversight and accountability.\textsuperscript{13}

III. THE CANADIAN NATIONAL SECURITY APPARATUS IN CYBERSPACE

A. Cybersecurity Policy in Canada

In June 2017, the federal government released an updated defence policy white paper entitled \textit{Strong, Secure, Engaged: Canada’s Defence Policy}, that presented the Government of Canada’s long-term vision and approach to future defence policy.\textsuperscript{14} A significant aspect of this update was the
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Government’s explicit acknowledgement that cybersecurity is an increasingly integral part of an effective modern national security regime. In the white paper, the Trudeau government declared that it “will assume a more assertive posture in the cyber domain” not only by strengthening its defensive capabilities, but also by developing an active cyber operations capacity.\(^\text{15}\) The white paper noted that rapid technological development in the cyber domain presents a challenge that requires domestic and international legal frameworks to adapt.\(^\text{16}\) It warned that technological advancement has revealed new cyberspace-related security issues. Terrorist groups, state-sponsored espionage and disruptive operations are all making use of the vulnerability arising out of the nature of cyberspace.\(^\text{17}\) Jurisdictional challenges, arising out of the possibility that attacks on Canada can be carried out remotely from outside Canada, further complicate a national security response. In a military context, state and non-state actors may exploit vulnerabilities in existing technologically dependent military systems.\(^\text{18}\) The white paper cautioned that Canada must develop advanced cyber capabilities to address such threats.\(^\text{19}\) This is particularly significant because it represents the first time that the Canadian government has formally called for the development of an offensive cyberwarfare capability to respond to external threats.

A year later, the government released the 2018 National Cyber Security Strategy, which serves as an update to its first cybersecurity strategy released in 2010.\(^\text{20}\) It defines cybersecurity as “the protection of digital information and the infrastructure on which it resides.”\(^\text{21}\) Like the 2017 white paper, the 2018 strategy calls for a stronger federal government response to cyberthreats.\(^\text{22}\) Of particular significance is the (albeit brief) mention of
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funding to support the newly created Canadian Centre for Cyber Security.\textsuperscript{23} The Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, initially announced in February 2018, is housed within CSE and gained initial operational capability in Fall 2018. It is expected to be fully operational by Spring 2020.\textsuperscript{24} The decision to open the centre within CSE represents an explicit choice of the government to consolidate cybersecurity operations under the authority and control of CSE.\textsuperscript{25} However, beyond this, the report is limited to vague commitments to greater federal leadership, investment, collaboration and support of the private sector. The \textit{National Cyber Security Strategy} provides little specificity regarding the nature of cybersecurity operations. The remainder of this paper considers the constitutional and international legal implications of CSE’s current and future roles as Canada’s lead technical cybersecurity and cyber intelligence agency.

B. The Current CSE Mandate

CSE is Canada’s signals intelligence service. Signals intelligence involves the interception and analysis of communications and other electronic signals.\textsuperscript{26} CSE exercises its authority under the \textit{National Defence Act}, RSC 1985 c N-5 [NDA]. CSE’s mandate authorizes it to do three things: “to acquire and use information from the global information infrastructure for the purpose of providing foreign intelligence” (Mandate A); to advise, guide and provide “services to help ensure the protection of electronic information and of information infrastructures” (Mandate B); and to assist “federal law enforcement and security agencies in the performance of their lawful duties” (Mandate C).\textsuperscript{27} Mandates A and B are constrained by a requirement that activities are not “directed at Canadians or any person in Canada; and...shall be subject to measures to protect the privacy of Canadians in the use and retention of intercepted information.”\textsuperscript{28} Only under Mandate C may CSE target Canadians in its spying activities.


\textsuperscript{24} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{25} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{27} \textit{National Defence Act}, RSC 1985, c N-5, s 273.64(1) [NDA].

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid, s 273.64(2).
However, this mandate is restricted to activities that CSE has explicit legal authorization to do. Thus Mandate C allows CSE to extend technical assistance to the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), Canada’s principal national intelligence service, in the domestic context. There is an implicit legal requirement in the domestic context (explained below) that a warrant must be sought for any actions that would otherwise violate section 8 of the Charter, which provides the right against unreasonable search or seizure. While Mandates A, B and C appear discrete in theory, CSE cyber operations can result in legally problematic overlap in practice.

The potential for CSE Mandate A activities, which can only be carried out on foreign targets, to have domestic impacts or impacts on Canadians abroad is contemplated by the NDA, which specifies that the Minister of National Defence may authorize CSE “to intercept private communications.” This recognizes that situations may arise where information about Canadians is incidentally intercepted. The law restricts such authorization to situations where the Minister is satisfied that: the interception is directed at foreign targets; the information cannot reasonably be obtained by other means; the value derivable from the information justifies the interception; and that privacy measures are in place to protect Canadian communications if they are unintentionally collected. In practice, because one cannot be certain that a given activity will not accidentally implicate Canadian communications, ministerial authorizations are sought pre-emptively on a routine basis.

This ministerial authorization regime raises profound accountability issues. CSE’s ministerial regime differs from a traditional judicial warrant regime, which police agencies and CSIS are required to comply with, in two critical regards. Unlike the warrant process that police agencies and CSIS engage in, which authorizes surveillance in narrow circumstances (i.e. where
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the target, location and nature of the surveillance practices are specified), the ministerial process authorizes broad surveillance practices that are not constrained to specific individuals or subject matters).\textsuperscript{36} Second, the ministerial process lacks judicial oversight. Unlike warrant processes, which require the approval of independent judges, ministerial authorizations are only subject to the approval of the Minister of Defence, a member of the executive.\textsuperscript{37} Moreover the CSE mandate, codified in 2001, does not reflect the extent to which technological advancement has blurred the line between foreign and domestic targets. For instance, an email or instant message intercepted overseas could belong to a Canadian or originate from within Canada.\textsuperscript{38} The collection of metadata is a prominent example of such blurring that raises privacy concerns. CSE describes metadata as “the context, but not the content of a communication,” including information such as location data, an internet protocol address or the time of a communication.\textsuperscript{39} The agency acknowledges: “some metadata associated with Canadian communications is likely to be present in the subsets of metadata collected by CSE.”\textsuperscript{40} CSE collects such information without ministerial or judicial authorization.\textsuperscript{41} This practice raises significant concerns regarding the legality of CSE’s intelligence gathering activities in cyberspace.

IV. THE CSE MANDATE AND THE CHARTER

A. Charter Concerns arising out of the CSE Mandate

Academic commentators have warned that the scope of “national security” has expanded from the targeting of foreign states and agents to also include the targeting of ordinary citizens.\textsuperscript{42} The primary legal concern that arises out of CSE’s current cyber operations that this analysis will examine is its potentially unconstitutional impact on privacy rights. In
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Canada, there is no explicit constitutional right to privacy. However as this paper will explain below, it is widely recognized that section 8 of the Charter, which provides a right against unreasonable search and seizure, can be utilized to protect individuals’ privacy interests. In addition to protections afforded under section 8, expert commentators posit that freedom of expression protections under section 2(b) of the Charter may also afford privacy protections.

Section 8 of the Charter provides a right against unreasonable search or seizure, which shares a nexus to privacy protections. The Supreme Court of Canada’s (SCC) unanimous decision in R v Spencer, 2014 SCC 43 [Spencer] illustrates this point. In Spencer, the police identified the internet protocol address of a computer that had been used to access and store child pornography through an Internet file-sharing program. This information, which led to Mr. Spencer’s identification, arrest, and consequent conviction, was obtained from his Internet Service Provider without prior judicial authorization. The question of whether Mr. Spencer’s rights under section 8 of the Charter were engaged turned on whether he enjoyed a reasonable expectation of privacy in the information that his internet service provider disclosed to the police. Cromwell J, writing for the Court, explained that “anonymity is...particularly important in the context of Internet usage...[and can be] claimed by an individual who wants to present ideas publicly but does not want to be identified as their author.” Legal expert David Tortell aptly observes that Spencer, a section 8 case, thus expanded constitutional protection for free speech without any reference to
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section 2(b) of the Charter. This represents a shift in the jurisprudence on the relationship between speech and privacy. Traditionally, privacy and expressive rights are conceptualized as existing in tension. In the context of defamation, the expressive rights of one party are viewed as existing at odds with the reputational privacy interests of another party. However, Spencer suggests that privacy and expressive rights can be conceptualized as existing in a complementary relationship, wherein expressive rights are augmented by the protection of privacy.

It is constitutionally dubious whether CSE’s current widespread collection of metadata, which can result in the incidental interception of Canadian communications (as described in the preceding section), is compliant with the privacy requirements that section 8 of the Charter entails. It is generally acknowledged that section 8 requires authorities to obtain a warrant from an independent judicial officer to engage in practices that intrude upon individuals’ reasonable expectations of privacy. While metadata provide only the context of communications, they can reveal significant personal information, including a person’s habits, beliefs and conduct, for which there exists a reasonable expectation of privacy. The Spencer decision, which affirmed that a police request for subscriber information corresponding to anonymous Internet activity “engages a high level of informational privacy,” supports this conclusion. Consequently, current CSE practices that involve the collection of constitutionally protected data should be subject to an independent judicialized process to ensure constitutional compliance.
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The right to freedom of expression provided under section 2(b) of the Charter may also extend privacy protections. Commentators argue that the rising use of surveillance technology, which has accompanied the growth of cyberspace, may encroach on freedom of expression. Professor Arthur Cockfield, a former legal and policy consultant to the Department of Justice and the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, Tortell, and others persuasively argue that if people believe their activities may be monitored, they modify their behaviour, and in doing so edit or limit their expression. The SCC jurisprudence on privacy and the Charter supports this conclusion. McLachlin CJ, writing for the majority in R v Sharpe, 2001 SCC 2 explained that “[p]rivacy may also enhance freedom of expression claims under [section] 2(b) of the Charter, for example in the case of hate literature...because the freedoms of conscience, thought and belief are particularly engaged in the private setting.” Likewise, the unanimous decision in Spencer exemplifies this link between privacy and freedom of expression in a cyber context. While that case proceeded on a claim under section 8 of the Charter, the Court explicitly linked the protection of speech (which is usually protected under Charter section 2(b) protections for freedom of expression) with privacy. Specifically, Cromwell J’s reference to the particular importance of cyber anonymity in empowering individuals to present ideas publicly without being identified as their author illustrates a clear conceptual link in the Court’s understanding of the relationship between privacy and freedom of expression.

Finally, legal scholars invoke principles of statutory interpretation to read privacy protections into section 2(b). It is a widely accepted principle of interpretation that courts should interpret the sphere of protected expression under section 2(b) of the Charter in a broad and inclusive
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manner. Such a broadly interpreted sphere of protected expression should encompass the need to protect the privacy necessary to enable individuals’ free expression. Second, legal scholars invoke the constitutional “living tree” doctrine, which requires that the constitution be interpreted progressively in a manner that accommodates modern realities. Such scholars argue that the doctrine requires section 2(b) to be understood to provide constitutional protection that addresses the practical reality that individuals’ privacy must enjoy protection to defend expressive rights in cyberspace.

Therefore, on the same basis as described with respect to section 8 of the Charter above, protections under section 2(b) provide another basis on which the constitutionality of CSE’s current practices that incidentally gather Canadian information can be challenged.

B. Bill C-59 as a Response to Charter Concerns

Under the NDA, CSE’s current home statute, CSE obtains “ministerial authorizations” where it conducts cyber operations that may incidentally collect Canadian private communications. As discussed in Section 3.b above, this statutory regime raises profound accountability issues. Ministerial authorizations are broad in nature and lack independent judicial oversight. This process is subject to much less accountability than a traditional judicial warrant process, which requires law enforcement agencies to seek judicial approval for specific surveillance activities that are narrow in scope. In contrast to ministerial authorizations, judicial approval is constrained to specific targets, locations and methods of surveillance. The lack of similarly strict accountability requirements for CSE’s current surveillance practices raises serious concern whether such practices are Charter-compliant. Moreover, inter-agency cooperation practices mean that CSE may share incidentally-collected information with other partner security agencies, such as CSIS. Resultantly CSE may share information with police and intelligence agencies that such agencies could otherwise only lawfully collect under the authority of a warrant. However, Professor Craig
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Forcese, an expert in national security law, warns that imposing a judicial warrant process is not necessarily an appropriate fix, given that CSE’s collection activities differ significantly from surveillance conducted by police or CSIS:

While the latter invade privacy under warrants that meet strict specificity standards... [CSE] does not target Canadians and persons in Canada under its foreign intelligence and cyber security mandates – and therefore never intentionally targets the privacy of any constitutionally-protected individual.69

An appropriate authorization regime must therefore account for the “foreseeable but incidental” nature of the collection of constitutionally protected information.70 Thus stricter specificity requirements, like those in a judicial warrant process, cannot form the basis of an appropriate accountability mechanism for CSE’s operations.71 However, the fact that Charter interests are at stake suggests that an appropriate regime must find a way to provide adequate independent judicial-like oversight.

Bill C-59 is an omnibus national security bill which implements several changes that respond to these Charter concerns. Professor Forcese characterizes Bill C-59 as “unquestionably the biggest overhaul of national security law and the institutional setting in which it operates” since the creation of CSIS in 1984.72 Two elements of the bill have major implications for CSE’s cyber operations. First, Part 3 of the bill will enact a “Communications Security Establishment Act,” which has significant implications for CSE’s cybersecurity mandate that will be addressed in Section 5 of this paper.73 The second major change under Part 2 of the bill addresses these Charter concerns arising out of a lack of independent oversight and accountability. Bill C-59 creates the office of the Intelligence Commissioner (IC) to remedy these concerns.74

The IC is, among else, responsible for reviewing the Minister’s “Foreign Intelligence Authorizations” and “Cybersecurity Authorizations.”75 This statutory overhaul and new oversight mechanism is the Federal Government’s attempt to create a Charter-defensible regime that ensures
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that CSE’s incidental collection of protected information is Charter compliant.\textsuperscript{76} The IC regime represents an attempt to emulate the independent judicial oversight that Charter compliance entails, but also to ensure that the institution tasked with oversight has the institutional competence (knowledge and capacity) to make determinations in a complex national cybersecurity context. Bill C-59 stipulates a requirement that the IC must be a retired judge of a superior court.\textsuperscript{77} This is intended to secure the independent judicial-like accountability that is required for constitutional compliance where Charter interests are at stake. The creation of the IC is also superior to assigning these oversight duties to a Federal Court judge because it creates an office with greater institutional expertise and field sensitivity to oversee complex technological aspects of CSE operations.\textsuperscript{78} However, retired judges are not necessarily subject to the exact impartiality standards imposed on sitting judges.\textsuperscript{79} Nonetheless, this regime of independent IC oversight represents a significant improvement over the current regime of ministerial authorization.

Furthermore, a revision of the bill (as passed by the House of Commons on June 19, 2018) responds to concerns raised in a December 2017 brief to the Commons Standing Committee on Public Safety and National Security. In an earlier draft of the bill, IC oversight was only triggered for activities in contravention of “an Act of Parliament.”\textsuperscript{80} Critics argued this trigger was under inclusive, and would thus not be triggered for all activities that may implicate constitutionally protected information.\textsuperscript{81} In the bill’s updated articulation, ministerial authorization (which prompts the vetting process by the IC) must be sought for any activities that contravene “any other Act of Parliament – or involve the acquisition...of information from the global information infrastructure that interferes with the reasonable expectation
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of privacy of a Canadian or a person in Canada.\textsuperscript{82} This modification arguably addresses outstanding Charter concerns because it lowers the trigger for independent judicial-like oversight to the same threshold for interests under section 8 of the Charter.\textsuperscript{83}

V. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL IMPLICATIONS UNDER CSE’S EXPANDED MANDATE

While Bill C-59 marks a major improvement in terms of CSE’s Charter compliance regarding privacy issues, it also raises new questions surrounding CSE’s revised mandate. The bill expands CSE’s active (i.e. offensive) cyber operations mandate with two changes that have significant international legal implications. First, the bill expands what is currently Mandate C to include the provision of “technical and operational assistance to federal law enforcement and security agencies, the Canadian Forces and the Department of National Defence.”\textsuperscript{84} In addition, the bill creates a new CSE mandate to engage in “active cyber operations...to degrade, disrupt, influence, respond to or interfere with the capabilities, intentions or activities of a foreign individual, state, organization or terrorist group as they relate to international affairs, defence or security.”\textsuperscript{85} Under the new statutory regime, the Minister will be required to authorize active cyber operations under section 30(1), which specifies the circumstances in which such action can be authorized.\textsuperscript{86} The language of section 30(1) states that such offensive operations can be authorized “despite any other Act of Parliament or of any foreign state.”\textsuperscript{87} Leah West, an Anti-Terrorism Law Research Fellow and counsel for the Department of Justice’s National Security Litigation and Advisory Group, notes that this language does not authorize CSE to violate Canada’s international legal obligations (even though Parliament could use legislation to approve actions in contravention
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of international law).\(^{88}\) Had Parliament intended to authorize CSE to breach Canada’s international legal obligations, they could have used broader language such as “notwithstanding any other law” or “without regard to any other law” which are phrases employed in the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act, RSC 1985, c C-23.\(^{89}\) When combined with the principle of interpretation that legislation is presumed to conform with international law, the wording in section 30(1) suggests that Parliament intends for CSE to comply with Canada’s international legal obligations in its active cyber operations.\(^{90}\)

The question thus becomes whether a cyber-attack (i.e. an active cyber operation) by CSE is an act prohibited by international law. Article 2(4) of the Charter of the United Nations demands that “[a]ll Members...refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.”\(^{91}\) This prohibition is widely recognized as a principle of customary international law.\(^{92}\) Commentators have suggested that this may create an international legal prohibition on state-sponsored cyber-attacks, however the extent of the use of force required to engage this prohibition is debated.\(^{93}\) What is clear is that a cyber operation that results in death, injury, physical damage, or destruction would constitute a use of force.\(^{94}\) Whether a specific non-lethal cyber-attack qualifies as a use of force is not settled in international law. An extensive review of this issue by 19 international law experts suggests that an “effects-based” approach that considers eight factors: severity; immediacy; directness; invasiveness; measurability of effects; military character; state involvement; and presumptive legality should be taken.\(^{95}\) While a full international legal analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, this contextual approach suggests that decision-makers authorizing CSE’s active cyber operations must remain sensitive to potentially complex
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international legal implications that will likely result from CSE activities under its new offensive mandate. This will require that decision-makers seek expert advice on international law, particularly international humanitarian law, and that they pay special attention to potential international implications in overseeing CSE’s cyber operations. Without due consideration by decision-makers at both strategic and operational levels, it is clear that CSE’s expanded mandate under Bill C-59 could facilitate cyber operations that do not comply with Canada’s international legal obligations and are not authorized by Parliament.

VI. CONCLUSION

Ultimately, cyberspace presents a unique security challenge that requires a tailored national security apparatus capable of responding to threats in a cyber context that complies with both constitutional and international legal requirements. Under Canada’s national cybersecurity framework, CSE provides technical leadership on cybersecurity and intelligence operations. Operations under the current CSE mandate may incidentally capture Canadian information in a manner that is inconsistent with the Charter. Ministerial oversight alone does not provide the independent judicial-like accountability that the Charter requires. However, this paper has argued that reform under Bill C-59, which expands external oversight and accountability under the office of the IC, provides satisfactory constitutional compliance where Charter interests are at stake. This reform also ensures that oversight rests with a body, the IC, which has the technical expertise and field sensitivity to appropriately oversee the technologically complex aspects of CSE operations. Finally, planned expansions to CSE’s mandate under Bill C-59 that provide the agency with an active cyber operations mandate could have significant international legal implications. This raises a concern that, without careful oversight from decision-makers with access to appropriate legal advice, such a mandate expansion could result in CSE conducting cyber operations that are unauthorized by Parliament and counter to Canada’s international legal obligations.